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Abstract—Do we need an abstract ?. 

 
Index Terms— Do we need these key words ? Validation, 

performance evaluation, image guided therapy, medical image 
processing. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
linical use of image-guided therapy (IGT) systems has 
grown this last decade, creating the need for a common 

and rigorous validation methodology, as reported in recent 
workshops and conferences [1,2,3,4,5,6]. One key 
characteristic of IGT systems is that they employ medical 
image processing methods (e.g. segmentation, registration, 
visualization, calibration). As a result of this intrinsic 
structure, validation of IGT systems should include both 
individual validation of these components, validation of the 
overall system and a study of how uncertainties propagate 
through the entire image guided therapy process. Significant 
progress has been made on IGT system validation recently. 
Today almost all peer-reviewed publications reporting on the 
development of new medical image processing methods 
include a validation section, but this was not always true in the 
past. 

Validation of a medical image processing method allows its 
intrinsic characteristics to be highlighted, as well as evaluation 
of its performance and limitations. Moreover, validation 
clarifies the potential clinical contexts or applications that the 
method may serve. Validation may also demonstrate a 
method’s clinical added value as well as to estimate social or 
economic impact. However, standardization of validation 
processes is required in order to compare various IGT 
systems. Validation tests can facilitate the user’s task of 
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determining whether a particular system meets a given set of 
clinical requirements.  

This short editorial identifies the principal requirements of 
IGT system validation and encourages the medical imaging 
community to develop a common methodology so we may all 
share analyses and results in this topic. 

 

II. VALIDATION 
IGT system validation is a special case of health care 

technology assessment (HCTA). Goodman [7] defines the 
HCTA as the “process of examining or evaluating and 
reporting properties, effects and/or impact of a medical 
technology”. Goodman divides this process into the following 
steps: 1) identify assessment topics, 2) clearly specify 
assessment problem or question (i.e. assessment objective), 3) 
determine locus of assessment, 4) retrieve available evidence, 
5) collect new primary data, 6) interpret evidence, 7) 
synthesize evidence, 8) formulate findings and 
recommendations, 9) disseminate findings and 
recommendations, 10) monitor impact. 

In a transversal approach, the efficacy of diagnostic imaging 
systems is evaluated at six main levels that span the range 
from technical performance to societal value [8]. The six 
levels of efficacy evaluation include: 1) technical capacity, 2) 
diagnostic accuracy, 3) diagnostic impact (i.e. improvement of 
diagnosis), 4) therapeutic impact (i.e. influence in the selection 
and delivery of the treatment), 5) patient outcome (i.e. 
improvement of the health of the patient), 6) societal impact 
(e.g. cost effectiveness). An evaluation study must consider 
only one level at a time but a whole evaluation study should 
theoretically address all these levels separately. 

A key characteristic of IGT systems is that various medical 
image processing methods are encountered in all stages of an 
IGT process, in pre-planning, planning, simulation, treatment 
delivery and post treatment control. These methods have to be 
validated separately, as well as the overall system. In this 
paper, we will primarily focus on the two first validation 
levels. The other levels apply to IGT systems, and should be 
addressed, but require different skills, and they are beyond the 
scope of the IGT domain that concerns most engineers and 
physicists. 
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III. CRITERIA OF VALIDATION 
Validation requires the application of defined criteria to a 

device or process. Common examples of validation criteria 
which may be applicable to IGT include:  

 
Accuracy: Goodman [7] defines accuracy as the “degree to 

which a measurement is true or correct”. For each sample of 
experimental data local accuracy is defined as the difference 
between computed values and theoretical values, i.e., known 
from a ground truth. This difference is generally referred to as 
local error. Under specific assumptions, a global accuracy 
value can be computed for the entire data set from a 
combination of local accuracy values. 

Precision and Reproducibility or Reliability: Precision of a 
process is the resolution at which its results are repeatable, i.e., 
the value of the random fluctuation in the measurement made 
by the process. Precision is intrinsic to this process. This value 
is generally expressed in the parameter space. Goodman 
defines reliability as “the extent to which an observation that 
is repeated in the same, stable population yields the same 
result”. 

Robustness: The robustness of a method refers to its 
performance in the presence of disruptive factors such as 
intrinsic data variability, pathology, or inter-individual 
anatomic or physiologic variability. 

Both precision and robustness computations may or may 
not required a ground truth. For instance repeatability studies 
may examine the intrinsic distribution error (e.g. mean value 
and standard deviation). 

Consistency or closed loops: This criterion is mainly 
studied in image registration validation [9,10,11], by studying 
the effects of the composition of n transformations that forms 
a circuit: Tn1 ° … ° T23 ° T12. The consistency is a measure of 
the difference of the composition from the identity. This 
criterion does not required any ground truth. 

Others criteria from algorithmic  evaluation could be 
addressed (e.g. fault detection, code verification, algorithmic 
proof). 

Fault Detection: This is the ability of a method to detect by 
itself when it succeeds (e.g. result is within a given accuracy) 
or fails. 

Functional complexity and computation time: These are 
characteristics of method implementation. Functional 
complexity concerns the steps that are time-consuming or 
cumbersome for the operator. It deals both with man-computer 
interaction and integration in the clinical context and has a 
relationship with physician acceptance of the system or 
method. The degree of automation of a method is an important 
aspect of functional complexity (manual, semi automatic or 
automatic). 

Among the most important validation criteria applied in the 
U.S. market are those required to receive premarket approval 
for a medical device from the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA). Briefly, the criteria are derived from a legal 
requirement that the device be show to be safe and effective. If 
a predicate device exists, the FDA may grant approval (510K) 
based on substantial equivalence in performance. Otherwise a 

Pre Market Approval (PMA) is required consisting in clinical 
trials (e.g. human studies) for a specific indication. The gold 
standard for most PMA evaluations is the randomized and 
blinded multicenter clinical trial, a costly and time-consuming 
endeavor. For practical reasons, demonstration of feasibility 
and comparative performance will suffice for journal 
publication, but not for widespread dissemination and clinical 
use. 

Others factors may have to be studied but are beyond the 
scope of this paper such as cost/effectiveness ratio, patient 
acceptance, and outcome factors. 

 

IV. VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS 
The main categories of requirements concerning validation 

include: standardization of validation methodology, design of 
validation data sets and validation metrics 
[1,2,3,4,5,6,12,13,14]. 

A. Standardization of validation methodology 
Actual validation methodologies lack standardization. 

Without standardization it remains difficult to compare the 
performance of different methods or systems and even 
occasionally to really understand the results of a validation 
process. Standardization is also required to perform meta 
analysis. Furthermore, the standardization of validation 
processes may be useful in the context of quality management 
(e.g. FDA approval). Standardization of validation 
methodology can be facilitated by common (i.e. standardized) 
characterisation of image processing methods, of the clinical 
contexts of validation, and of validation procedures. 

1) Characterization of image processing methods 
Common characterization of image processing methods allows 
describing any method in a generic and standardized fashion 
from the main characteristics of its process. It begins with a 
standardized description of the process’s components. 

2) Clinical contexts in validation 
The two first stages of an HCTA, as described by 

Goodman, consist in precisely defining assessment topics (i.e. 
clinical context of validation) and the assessment objective. 
Just as the development of new image processing tools in 
medical imaging requires an accurate study of the clinical 
context, validation of these new tools has to be performed 
according to this clinical context. Formalization of the clinical 
context of validation (also referred as the necessity of “full 
understanding of problem domain” [5] or “modelling the 
clinical settings” [14]) is not a trivial task but is essential with 
regards to clinical relevance. The assessment objective (i.e. 
goal of the validation study) may be formulated as a 
hypothesis. The result of the validation process is to confirm 
or not this hypothesis. 

The validation hypothesis can be defined from the 
specificities of the clinical context of validation. Similarly this 
hypothesis should be precisely characterized in a standardized 
fashion. This hypothesis is related to a specific level of 
evaluation (as defined in paragraph 2.) and is notably defined 
by the data sets involved in the clinical context and their 
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intrinsic characteristics (e.g. imaging modalities, spatial 
resolution, dimensions), by the clinical assumptions related to 
the data sets or to the patient (e.g. regarding anatomy, 
physiology and pathology), and by the values related to 
validation metrics representing required or expected results 
(e.g. accuracy or resolution values). In medical image 
registration, one example of a level 1 validation hypothesis 
may be: “In the context of temporal lobe epilepsy, a particular 
registration method M based on similarity measurements is 
able to register 3-D T1-weighted MR images (with a spatial 
resolution around 2 mm and without any pathological signal) 
to ictal SPECT (with a spatial resolution around 12 mm and 
with hyper and/or hypo perfusion areas) with a RMS error 
(evaluated on points within the brain) that is significantly 
smaller than the SPECT spatial resolution” [15].  

3) Standards for validation procedure 
The need for protocols for validation was sometimes 

outlined as definition of a “unique standardized terminology 
of validation or evaluation” [5]. The design of models of 
evaluation processes [12,13] contributes to this 
standardization. 

We can distinguish the main steps of a gold standard based 
validation procedure as follows. Validation data sets and 
parameters are used as input by the method to be validated and 
by the function used to compute the ground truth. Both 
computations may introduce errors or uncertainties, which 
have to be taken into account in the comparison. The output of 
the method is compared to the ground truth for evaluating or 
validating the method using comparison metrics (i.e. 
validation metrics)A. The result of the comparison function 
provides a quality index also called “figure of merit” which 
quantifies distances to the ground truth. The results of the 
comparison are assessed against the hypothesis of the 
validation process by means of a simple test on threshold or a 
statistical analysis. This final result provides the result of the 
validation (i.e. to accept or to reject the hypothesis). 

Specific statistical approaches have also investigated 
validation without gold standard (e.g. for studying robustness 
and internal accuracy of a registration method [16], for 
comparing quantitative imaging modalities [17]). These 
approaches may provide an interesting framework for 
theoretical validation. 

B. Validation data sets 
Some of the most commonly mentioned requirements about 

validation concern the design of validation data sets, their 
classification into main families according to the access to the 
ground truth, and their dissemination through the community 
[18]. 

Four main types of validation data sets can be distinguished 
from absolute ground truth to lack of ground truth: numerical 
simulations, realistic simulations from clinical data sets, 
physical phantoms and clinical data sets. The ground truth 
may be perfectly known, called absolute ground truth (e.g. 
when using numerical simulations) or may be computed from 
 

A These validation metrics are chosen according to the validation criterion 
used in the study. 

the data sets (e.g. when using physical phantoms or clinical 
data sets especially acquired for validation), or finally the 
ground truth may not be available (e.g. this may be the case 
when using clinical data sets obtained from clinical routine); 
in this case the reference for comparison may be given by 
observers (e.g. manual segmentation vs. automatic 
segmentation) or by some a priori clinical knowledge or 
clinical assumptions. In these last two cases the gold standard 
is called a bronze standard or fuzzy gold standard. 
Consequently the computation of the ground truth may 
introduce some uncertainties, which have to be taken into 
account in the validation process. As it can be noticed, there is 
a trade-off between clinical realism of the data sets and easy 
access to ground truth.  

It is also quite clear that the different types of data sets 
provide data for different levels of evaluation. Numerical 
simulations allow to study the influence of various parameters 
on the performances of the method (e.g. amount and type of 
noise). But this influence may be over or under estimated. 
Additionally, it may have functional dependencies between 
models used to simulate data and models (i.e. assumptions) of 
the image processing method itself [14]. Finally the realism of 
the simulated data is rarely proven and simulated data as well 
as physical phantoms do not take often into account the 
variability encountered in clinical situations. By using 
physical phantoms the whole acquisition set up is taken into 
consideration but few of them are multimodal by simulating 
different physical properties. Anyway, these different types of 
validation data sets are of complementary nature and study 
different facets of a method or a system. Therefore, a whole 
performance evaluation should be theoretically performed 
using each of these different types of data sets. 

Sharing image databases or patient databases helps 
validation processes and comparison of performances, and 
allows robustness studies. These databases must include 
“hard” and unusual cases (e.g. pathological cases) and be 
regularly updated with new imaging protocols, new modalities 
and data from new applications. Data bases should also 
include information about images (e.g. characteristics of the 
subject, such as age and sex, characteristics of the pathology, 
and clinical history). However, because clinical validation 
requires clinical image data sets adapted to the local 
conditions at clinical institutions, the availability of clinical 
validation data sets will remain difficult until variations 
among imaging systems will not be quantified and normalized 
[13,19]. Access to image data bases along with their clinical 
information could help the PMA applications process but it 
raises questions about the ownership and credits on the data, 
about data format and about quality control of this data. 

The experimental conditions defining the validation data 
sets allow distinguishing effectiveness studies (i.e. benefit of 
using a technology for a particular problem under general or 
routine conditions) from efficacy studies (i.e. benefit of using 
a technology for a particular problem under ideal conditions) 
[7]. 
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C. Validation metrics 
The “assessment objective” generally refers to a validation 

criterion to be studied. Validation metrics and the 
corresponding mathematical or statistical tools have to be 
defined according to the validation criterion. Consequently 
validation metrics have to be chosen or defined according to 
their suitability to assess the clinical assessment objective. 
They have to be “clinically useful indicators of outcome” [13]. 
For instance, for accuracy studies in registration, it is now well 
established that computing or estimating the Target 
Registration Error (TRE) [20] provides more meaningful 
information than the Fiducial Registration Error (FRE). The 
requirement of an overall validation of image guided surgery 
systems [1,2,4] (i.e. including all its components) should also 
be taken into account by estimating uncertainty at each stage 
of the image guided therapy process, and by modeling how 
uncertainties propagate through the entire image guided 
therapy process [21]. This allows to study the influence of 
each medical image processing component within the overall 
process. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
Medical image processing sub-systems are key components 

of image-guided therapy systems, and their intrinsic 
performances are key factors of the overall IGT system 
performance. However, their validation still remains driven 
through a “home made” methodology. As said above, 
validation of medical image processing methods for IGT 
should benefit from the definition of common validation data 
sets and their corresponding ground truth, from the definition 
of validation metrics adapted to clinical requirements, and 
finally from the design of common terminology and 
methodology for validation procedures. Standardized and 
world wide accepted validation protocols with associated 
guidelines should also facilitate the comparison of new IGT 
systems and their acceptance and transfer from research to 
industry. Nevertheless this standardization should not 
restrained the creativity of researchers but rather allows better 
sharing of data, results and methods. 
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